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Absîract: off-line determination of parameters of a 
mechanical system using input and output data normally can 
be used to identify the system. In this case, needed 
Calculation time piays only a minor role in solving the 
estimation problem. On the other hand, when on-line 
estimation is demanded for e.g. monitoring friction on a 
system, calculation time may become a main issue of the 
problem. This article shows how an estimation algorithm, 
called the optimal filter, can be used to estimate parameters 
of a mechanical system on-line. Just like with the well- 
known Extended Kalman Filter, in the optimal filter a 
matrix Ricatti equation has to be solved which introduces 
large calculation time. In spite of this it will be shown that 
ten variables and parameters of a mechanical system, a 
flexible manipulator, can be estimated on-line. To achieve 
this, use is made of dSPACE and SIMULINK. 

1 Introduction 

In order to obtain the unknown variables (e.g. position, 
velocity) and parameters (e.g. mass, Coulomb friction) in a 
mathematical model of a mechanical system, an estimator 
can be used. Many estimators are suitable to handle linear 
model structures, but problems arise when strong non- 
linearity’s are involved. When the non-linear model can not 
be transformed in a linear one, an optimal filter can be used 
to determine variables and parameters (van de Molengraft 
[i]). This filter solves the estimation problem by using the 
non-linear model itself. It minimises the model residuals, 
given the measurement data. It can well be compared with an 
extended Kalman Filter, that only can not deal with non- 
linear models. 

In many situations an estimator is used only to 
determine parameters of a mechanical system that do not 
change or that change only slowly e.g. a mass or a stiffness. 
In these cases it suffices to solve the estimation problem off- 
line, i.e., first collecting measurement data of the mechanical 
system and in a second stage using the filter to confrontate 
the data with the theoretical model and determine the 
parameters. But when parameters of a system do change 
during operation and have to be known at every single 
moment, for e.g. controlling the system, on-line estimation 

should be applied. On-line estimation can also be used to 
determine a variable that is not measured directly, e.g. a 
velocity. 

This paper handles the problem of the on-line 
estimation of a mechanical system described by a non-linear 
mathematical model, using the optimal filter. The main 
problems are at first the implementation of the filter on a PC 
and secondly the small sampling time required to solve the 
estimation problem. As will be seen SIMULINK and dSPACE 
can well be used to solve the presented problem. 

To demonstrate the power of the illustrated metkod, it 

determine the friction that works on both its degrees of 
freedom. This friction introduces nonlinearity in the model 
structure. Combined terms of variables and parameters are 
other causes of non-linear terms in the model. Furthermore, 
estimates will be made of two positions, two velocities, a 
damping coefficient, a stiffness and two inertia’s. So the 
filter is capable of estimating at least ten quantities in real 
time. 

To check the correctness of the estimated parameters, 
the calculated positions of a simulation model are compared 
with the measurements of the positions of the manipulator 
when noise is offered as input signal to the dc-motor. 

bMrl applied io a 2 EûF Fle~bIe IIia-~p-&&ûi tû 

2 The optimal filter 

The estimation model used consists of a dynamic 

The dynamic model describes the mechanical system in 
model and a measurement model. 

question and has the following form: 

where s is the column with degrees of freedom (positions), v 
is the column with the first time derivatives of s (velocities), 
a is the column with the first time derivatives of v 
(accelerations). These three columns have length n. The p 
column 8 contains the unknown parameters. Column u is the 
in column with adjustable system inputs to control the 
system, e.g. actuator forces. Matrix A4 is the n x n mass 
matrix, h is the n column with non-linear terms and H is the 
n x in distribution matrix. The q column b with non-linear 
functions defines the column y with controlled outputs. 

The measurement model reflects the knowledge of the 
measured quantities: 

z = g(s,v,û,t) + G(s,v,O,t)a + R(s,v,O,t)u (4) 

in this equation z is the 1 column with model measurements, 
g is an 1 column, G and R are matrices with dimension 1 x n. 



To explain the difference between the actual 
measurements and the quantities z according to the model, 
the estimation model is introáuced and formulated most 
compactiy in the following way: 

O I O  
i=A.?+B$+S;A+ 

Where j z  is the augmented state estimator: n= [: c ê r ,  and 

6 is the augmented input estimator: 5 = [û â]]‘ . 
The optimal estimator determines quantities X and 5 ,  which 
are the estimates of x and p respectively, that minimize the 
residuals 5 and <. This is done, in fact, by minimizing the 
cost functional 

under the constraints Eqs. (5) and (6). 
W(z) and V(z) are positive definite weighting matrices 
expressing confidence in Eq.(5) and (6) respectively. Column 
qo represents the initial knowledge about x(to) and Ro is a 
positive definite weighting matrix expressing confidence in 
(40 . 
It can be shown that, finally, the estimation problem can be 
reduced to solving the following three equations (van de 
Molengraft, 1990): 

fj = [B(D]‘vD)”B]’ + w‘] +[a - B(DTvIp)-’(D‘v@)]Q + 
+ Q[ A - B(DTVD)”(DTVC)lT + 

+ Q[(CWDXD~VD)-’(DVC) - C~VC]Q 

a 
ax xn Where: C = -(f + F P ) ~ % , ~  ; D = F/ 

Notice that Eq.(8) is a Matrix-Ricatti Equation. 

3 Implementation of the optimal filter 

Using the presented theory of the optimal estimator it is 
possible to idenw a mechanical system on-line. In this 
article, the following hardware is used: First of all a PC 
(486-66 MHz)  for controlling the system and displaying 
results. Secondly dSPACE @SP-Cïïpro, 1993) that 
performs the calculations of the optimal filter and takes care 
of interfacing between the mechanical system and the PC. 
Finally, a servo is used to deliver the right current to the DC 
motor. 

program is written to define the inputs to and outputs Q€ the 
system and implementing the optimal filter. The optimal 
filter is written in C-code and with the addition of some 
specific SIMULINK lines this program forms the new 
‘SIMULINK Optimal Estimator Block”. For a complete 
description of the way the filter has been programmed and 
implemented in SIMüLïNK, see appendix A. 

With the Texas Instruments compiler (cross-compiler 
for floating point DSP 4.50) this SIMULINK program is 
automatically translated to C-code and downloaded to 
(ISPACE. Before downloading an integration scheme and 
integration step-time have to be chosen for LISPACE to work 
with. 

To display the desired information dSPACE offers the 
possibility to visualize all signals in the SIMULINK program 
by means of the monitoring software COCKPIT. This real- 
time animation tool runs under Microsoft Windows, which 
allows allows to display and modify parameters of an 
application running on a dSPACE digital signal processor 
board. This means that parameters in the SMüLINK 
program, e.g. a controller gain or here, elements of the 
weighting matrices, can be adapted on-line. A hardcopy of 
the COCKPIT used can be found in appendix B. 

A s3vruTE\x (version 1.3 c W?&l ? v a T i  4.2 C) 

4 
degrees of freedom flexible manipulator. 

An application: Estimating friction forces in the two 

The theory presented is demonstrated on a 2 DOF 
flexible manipulator (fig. 1). 

encoder for end-effector 

end effector 

torsion spring and damper 
mass at rotor 

dc motor 

encoder for rotor 
frame 

Pig. 1 Sshematis representation of the flexible manipulator 



The endeffector and the actuator-rotor are cylindrical bodies 
with inertia’s J, and J,, which can rotate around the vertical 
axis. The rotation angles are sl  and s2 respectively. The 
connection between these two bodies is assumed to be 
represented by a linear torsionai spring with stiffness k and a 
linear, viscous damper with damping coefficient b. The aim 
is to find the friction forces that work on both the end- 
effector and on the mass connected to the rotor. The friction 
is modelled as Coulomb fnction. The estimation model 
demands vector f to consist of differentiable functions only 
and therefore the friction is modelled as follows: When the 
velocity is below a certain value -vg the friction force is 
assumed to be -fw amid when the velocity is above vg the 
friction force is assumed to be +fw N. In between these 
borders, the friction force increases from -fw to +fw linearly. 
The parameter to be estimated by the optimal estimator is not 
the actual friction, but only the positive values fwl and fw2 
for the upper and lower mass respectively. 
This results in the following equations of motion: 

JiSi + k(si - SZ) + b(Si - Sz) + fi(fwi,vi) = O 
JiSz - k(sí - SZ) - b(Si - S t )  i- f z ( f w 2 , ~ ~ )  - T = O 

Augmented state estimator: 

El= [s Y al’ = [sl $2 Y1 Y2 f w l  r w 2  ii 6 f l  LI, 

Augmented input estimator: 
T p=[û ay =[T ai a*] 

The input current to the motor is white noise. This type of 
signal is chosen in order to gather a lot of information about 
the system in a short time. The following quantities are 
measured 

1. the actual input current to the motor [A]. 
2. the angular position of the rotor [rad.]. 
3. the angular position of the end-effector [rad.]. 

The torque, obtained by muítiplying the current with 
constant c, and the two positions are offered to the optimal 
estimator. 

4.2 Results 

Shown below are the estimation results using the 
following matrices: 

V = [le4 le4 le4 le3 1.31 

W = [le4 le4 le4 le4 le4 le4 le10 le10 le10 le101 

diag(Ro) = [le12 le12 le12 le12 lel le2 Se - 4 lel  Se3 Se31 

Xo =[O O O O 0.001 0,001 6.5 0.01 0.005 0.0025] 

Vg = 10.05 0.051 

This set of parameters is a very specific one, that has 
been chosen to show the power of the presented method, i.e. 
on-line estimation of ten variables and parameters on-line. 
With another set of parameters, this can also be achieved but 
it will take a longer time for some parameters to converge 
with the initial estimations chosen as in XO above. 

The first two elements of matrix V weight the equations 
of motion and since the equations are assumed to describe 
the system accurately, these elements are chosen large. The 
measurement of the current to the motor is assumed to be 
more correct thm the measurement ~f the angles and 
uiereiure weigiiuiig I;IGIIIGIIL J 13 ~huiuacii l a g a  U I ~ I  & l l c l l L J  

4 and 5.  
The elements of matrix W are chosen rather arbitrarily. 

The last 4 elements are chosen large to express the fact that 
damping, stiffness and inertia won’t change under external 
influence like additional friction. By choosing weighting 
elements 5 and 6 much smaller, the parameter estimates of 
the friction can be adapted ‘easily’ when adding additionai 
friction. If, on the other hand, the last 2 elements of W were 
chosen small, additional friction could easily lead to larger 
inertia estimates. 

Matrix I& expresses confidence in the initial estimates. 
Manipulating this matrix leads to different patterns for the 
parameters to reach a stable value, e.g. quickly or slowly, in 
an oscillatory way or in a ‘damped’ way. A systematic 
approach of choosing the values of &, as can also be done 
with matrix W, is the following: Set the weighting elements 
to the reciprocal value of the square of the order of 
magnitude of the quantities to be estimated. Now, all 
quantities are weighted approximately equally heavy in the 
cost functional J. Next, additional weighting can be added to 
each equation. 

To let the friction function in the filter approach the 
true Coulomb friction function as accurate as possible, the 
values in V have to be chosen as small as possible which 
leads to a very steep function around v = O [rads]. Such a 
steep function means loss of numerical robustness and thus, 
can lead to numerical instability. Therefore, appropriate 
values €or Vg have to be searched for. 

Again, the above set of parameters is a very specific one 
to get the clear pictures that are shown below. In practice, 
one won’t choose such dedicated weighting matrices. Mostly, 
iterative estimation will be used to estimate values for 
damping, stiffness and inertia. Less dedicated matrices can 
also be applied when fast convergence of the estimates is not 
demanded. 

A l  E - - -  -. - : - L L : - -  -1 L 9 :.. ^^^_ --.-A-+L,.+. ^_^_ +” 

The RK-3 integration scheme is chosen with a 
integration step-time of 0.003 sec. 
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All six parameters converge within 10 seconds to a 
more or less constant value although all initial estimates 
were wrong. Faster convergence can be attained by 
estimating parameters in an iterative way by repeating the 
experiment a few times using the last parameter estimates as 
new initial estimates. 

The estimated parameters were used in a simulation 
model to validate the parameters. A noise signal was offered 
to the system as we11 as lo the simulation model. Fig. 5 
shows the quality of the estimated parameters because the 

calculated position of the end effector approaches the 
measured one. 

-.. . 
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Fig. 5 Position [rad] of the upper mass; measured and 
simulated with the estimated parameters 

COCKPIT displays the execution-time of the dSPACE, 
that is, the time needed by &PACE to perform its 
calculations. In the case this chapter dealt with, this 
execution time was about 0.0025 sec which means a sample 
frequency of 400 Hz. When compiling the SIMULINK 
program to C-code, this 0.0025 sec. is a lower bound for the 
integration step-time to be chosen. An upper bound is 
defined by the point when the problem of nmerkd 
instability appears. An integration step-time of 0.0035 sec. 
led to numerical instability inevitable. This small margin of 
only 25 percent means that the limits of &PACE to estimate 
ten variables and parameters on-line are almost reached. 

When choosing the RK-5 integration scheme, 
calculations will be more accurate but the execution time will 
be larger. Eder leads to less accurate result but demands less 
calculation time. The choice of RK-3 appeared to be a nice 
trade-off between accuracy and calculation time. 

5 Conclusions 

Presented is a method for on-line identification of 
variables and parameters in a mechanical system. The 
mathematical model may be linear as well as non-linear 
because the estimation algorithm of the non-linear optimai 
filter is used. In general, all kinds of parameters can be 
estimated; Mass, inertia, stiffness, friction, etc., though the 
number of parameters that can be estimated on-line is 
restricted by the needed calculation time. Crucial are the 
choices for the weighting matrices V and W, and Ro 
expressing confidence in the initial estimates. These initial 
estimates have to be chosen carefully because wrong choices 
can lead to numerical instability or wrong, local, minima for 
J which can lead to incorrect parameter estimations. 

It is shown that the combination of this filter and the 
correct hardware is capable of on-line estimating no less than 
ten variables and parameters. 

The algorithm of the filter was part of a SIMULINK 
program. After compiling to C-code this program was 
downloaded to dSPACE. The Texas Instruments C-compiler 
has proved to compile SIMLTLINK code correctly. The optimal 



estimator block which had actually already been written in 
C-code did not cause any compiling problems. 

Results can easily be examined and influenced by 
dSPACE’s monitoring software COCKPIT. In the case of the 
on-line estimation of a flexible manipulator, COCKPIT can 
be arranged to offer the possibility to alter estimation 
parameters, e.g. weighting matrices and initial conditions. 

All in all it can be said that the combination of the 
optimal filter, SIMULINK and dSPACE is both powerful and 
easy to use when identifymg a mechanical system on-line. 
Because dSPACiE has shown to be capable of solving about 65 
ditlerentiai equations on-iine, wñicn can said to be a very 
heavy job, it is believed that less dedicated problems than on- 
line identification won’t cause too much problems for 
&PACE. 
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Appendix A 

Programming the SIMULINK optimal filter 

In theory, the optimal filter can be built from existing S I k t ü L m  parts like multipliers, 
integrators, demuxes, etc. This approach can be applied, but is very limited. This is because 
SIMULINK can compute with matrices directly, i.e. when two matrices have to be multiplied, this has 
to Ye clme by splitting q ?he matrices in separate elements and then multiply all elements one by 
one. It is needless t~ say that this job becomes both very complex and memory consuming with 
matrices beyond size, say, 4x4. Therefore, another approach has been used to solve the 
implementation problem of the filter. Programming the filter in C-code offers the advantage of 
surveyability and compactness and requires only some basic knowledge of programming in C-code. 
A program in C-code for use with S ï M ü ~ m  is called an s-function. It requires, besides the actual 
mathematical part, some typical SIMuLINK s-function parts. In these parts, usually at the beginning 
and at the end of the program, information is given for SIbíüi.,I"K how to handle the s-function. 
Typical information is for example the number of in- and outputs to the s-function and the number 
 finp pi at arguments. input arguments are numbers or variables defined in the MATLAEI workspace 
like, in case of the filter, matrices V, W, &, & and V,. 

As shown in the article, the essence of the optimal filter comes down to equations 8, 9 and 10. 
Eqs. 8 and 10 are differential equations and therefore the optimal filter s-function is based on the 
standard state-space s-function. This S m I N K  function consists of two main parts. One for 
calculating a new time-derivative of the state and one for calculating the desired outputs. These 
outputs can be the desired estimations but the residuals 5 and could be outputs as well, as they are 
in this case. The state considered is a combined column of both values of Q as well as the desired r 
(= n + p,  n=number of variables, p=number of parameters) estimates of variables and parameters. 
Because matrix Q is a symmetric matrix, only the %@+Y) upper triangular elements have to be 
taken into account which saves calculation time. So the total number of continuous states is 
%(r2+2r). Furthermore, weighting matrices Y and W are considered as diagonal matrices to simpli@ 
the calculations and saving calculation time. Because most matrices contain many zeros, all matrix- 
multiplications are performed analytically first to reduce the number of calculations to be performed 
during on-line estimation to a minimum. 

At last, the estimator block has to be fed with input arguments: Matrices Yand W, a column with 
initial estimates of the upper triangular elements of Q, and initial estimates of the r quantities to be 
estimated and two values that define the steepness of the Coulomb friction hl and h 2 .  In general, 
any desired input argument could be passed in. 

Inputs to the s-hnction are the measurements z (measured current and angular rotations sl and 
s2) on the system. Outputs are the estimates, the residuals and the trace of matrix Q. 

When using the filter off-line in the S m I N K  environment, the C-code of the s-function has to 
be compiled to MATLAB C-code using the command C m X .  This command uses a C-compiler that 
has to be present on the PC and can be either Microsoft C/C++ v7.0, Metaware high C/C++ v3.03 
or Watcom c v9.0. Here, the Watcom compiler has been used. When using a SIMIJLINK program 
on-line by means of dSPACE, the filter s-function is, just like all other SIMULINK elements, compiled 
to C-code using the Texas Instruments compiler. This means that the filter does not have to be 



compiled ‘manually’ using Cmx.  The Texas Instruments compiler compiler (cross-compiler for 
floating point DSP 4.50) is designed to compile SIMULINK -code for use with (ISPACE. 

Once the filter s-function is complete, it has to be placed in a SIMULINK program that defines the 
complete control of the mechanical system to be identified. 

The complete C-code of the optimal filter s-function is in appendix C. 

The SIMULINK program used is depicted in appendix D. 
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Appendix C 

The optimal filter s-function 

/* OPTIMAL FILTER 

Program by R.L.M. van Kessel, 1995 

The algorithm of the optimal filter in this s-function is identical to the filter presented 
by M.J.G. van de Molengraft in his thesis "Identification of non-linear 
mechanical system 

Explanation of this s-function as used to identify the manipulator of HSA 

This s-function has three inputs: 
- u[O] = torque applied to the system by the motor 
- u [ i ]  = rotation of upper mass ml in rad (load angle) 
- u[2]  = rotation of lower mass m2 in rad (motor angle) 

Four input arguments are used: 
- The diagonal elements of weighting matrix V 
- The diagonal elements of weighting matrix W 
- The initial values of the upper triangular elements of Q and the 
initial estimates of the states sl,s2,vl,v2,cl,c2,k,b,Jl,J2 

sl = estimate of rotation ml 
s2 = idem m2 
vl = estimate of angular speed of ml 
v2 = idem m2 
cl = estimate Coulomb friction constant for ml 
c2 = idem m2 
k = estimate of spring constant of spring between ml and m2 
b = idem damper constant 
J1 = estimate of inertia ml 
J2 = estimate of inertia m2 

- Two elements in matrix Vg that define the shape of the friction for 
the optimal filter can't handle the expression fv=c*sign(v). This sign 
function is replaced by this function: fv = -c for v<-vg 

fv = (c/vg) * v for -vg<v<vg 
fv = c for v>vg 

This s-function uses the state-space definition: dx = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx + Du 

The state x consists of the 0.5*n*(n+l) upper triangular elements of 

The output y consists of the n estimated values plus n+2 residuals 
the symmetric matrix Q and the n values to be estimated 

plus the trace of Q 

*/ 

The elements of Q are ordered as follows: 
Q = [ O  1 3 6.. 

2 4 1  
5 8  
9 

/* 
* The following #define is used to specify the name of this S-Function. 
*/  

#define S-FUNCTION-NAME opt-filt 

#ifdef MATLAB-MEX-FILE 
#include "mex.h" /*  needed for declaration of mexErrMsgTxt */  
#endif 

/*  
* need to include simstruc.h for the definition of the SimStruct and 
* its associated macro definitions. 
*/  

#include "simstruc.h" 
#include Qnath.h> 

/*  
* Defines for easy access to the V,W,XO and Vg matrices that are passed in 
*/ 

#define V ssGetArg(S,O) / *  Diagonal elements of weighting matrix V */ 
#define W ssGetArg(S,l) /* Diagonal elements of weighting matrix W */ 



#define XO ssGetArg(S,Z) /*  Matrix containing the values of RO and x0 */ 

/* 

#define Vg ssGetArg(S,3) /*  To define the shape of the friction function */  

* mdlInitializeSizes - initialize the sizes array 
* The sizes array is used by SIMULINK to determine the S-function block's 
* characteristics (number of inputs, outputs, states, etc.). 
*/ 

* 

static void mdlInitializeSizes(S) 
SimStruct * S ;  

#define NSTATES .5* (mxGetN (W) ) * (mxGetN(W) +3)  
#define n mxGetN (W) 

ssSetXurtContStates ( Si NSTATES) 
ssSetNumDiscStates ( S ,  O) ; 

ssSetNumOutputs( S ,  2*n+3); 
ssSetDirectFeedThrough(S, O) ; 
ssSetNumSampleTimes ( S ,  1) ; 
ssSetNumInputArgs ( S ,  4 )  ; 

ssSetNumInputs( s, 3); 

ssSetNumRWork ( s, O ) ;  
ssSetNumIWork( s, O); 
ssSetNumPWork( S I  O ) ;  

; /* niimber of continuous states */  
/*  number of discrete states */ 
/*  number of inputs */ 
/ *  number of outputs */ 
/ *  direct feedthrough flag */ 
/*  number of sample times */ 
/*  number of input arguments */  
/* number of real work vector elements */ 
/* number of integer work vector elements */ 
/ *  number of pointer work vector elements */  

#undef NSTATES 
#undef NINPUTS 
#undef n 

I 

/* 
* mdlInitializeSampleTimes - initialize the sample times array 

* This function is used to specify the sample time(s) for your S-function. 
* If your S-function is continuous, you must specify a sample time of O.O. 
* Sample times must be registered in ascending order. 
*/ 

* 

static void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(S) 
SimStruct * S ;  

ssSetSampleTimeEvent ( S ,  O, 0.0) ; 
ssSetOffsetTimeEvent(S, O, 0.0) ;  

I 

/*  
* md1Ini t ia l izeCondit ion.s  - initialize the states 
* In this function, you should initialize the continuous and discrete 
* states for your S-function block. The initial states are placed 
* in the x0 variable. You can also perform any other initialization 
* activities that your S-function may require. 
*/ 

* 

static void mdlInitializeConditions(x0, S)  
double *xO; 
SimStruct *S; 

int i, nstates; 

/* 

( 

* if the initial condition parameter is not an empty matrix, 
then use it to set up the initial conditions, otherwise, 

* set the intial conditions to all 0.0 
*/ 

nstates = ssGetNumContStates(S); 
if (mxGetM(X0) != O) I 
double *pr; 

pr = mxGetPr (XO) ; 
for (i = O; i < nstates; i++) 

*xOt+ = *pr++; 
1 else [ 
for (i = O; i < nstates; i++) 

*xot+ = 0.0; 
I 

1 

/* 
* mdlOutputs - compute the outputs * 



* In this function, you compute the outputs of your S-function 
* block. 
*/  

The outputs are placed in the y variable. 

static void mdlOutputs(y, X, u, S, tid) 
double *y, *x, *u; 
SimStruct *S; 
int tid; 

int i, elb; 
int n, nq, ela, ki; 
double *vpr, vva, vvb, sum; 

/*  
* Take output as last part of state 
*/ 

r: = mletN(W) I 
nq = 0.5 * n * (n + 1); /*  Number of elements of upper triangle Q */  

for (i = O; i < n; i++) 
y[i] = x[nq t i];/* Last n elements of statevector x are outputs */  

/*  Residuals */  

vpr = mxGetPr (V) ; 

vva = u[l]-y[nql; 
vvb = u[2]-y[nq+ll; 

/* zeta */ 

y[n] = vva; 
y[n t 11 = vvb: 

/* xi */ 

/* Elements of weighting matrix V */ 

for (ki = O; ki < n; ki+t)t 
ela = 0.5 * ki * (ki t i ) ;  

y[ntkitZ] = (vva * vpr[3] * x[ela]) + (vvb * vpr[4] * ~[elatl]); 
I 

/* trace (Q) */  
sum = O; 
for (ki = O; ki < n ; kit+)[ 
elb = ki + 0 . 5  ki * (ki + i ) ;  
sum += x [elbl ; 

I 
y[Z*n+Z] = sum; 

* mdlUpdate - perform action at major integration time step 
* This function is called once for every major integration time step. 
* Discrete states are typically updated here, but this function is useful 
* for performing any tasks that should only take place once per integration 
* step. 
*/ 

* 

static void mdlUpdate(x, u, S, tid) 
double *x, *u; 
SimStruct *S; 
int tid; 

/* This loop is for changing the initial parameter estimates in cockpit 
As long as the input to the filter is zero (before pushing the start button) 
the initial estimates can be changed */  

int i,n,elb; 

if (u[O] == O ) {  
if (u[il == O) t 

if (u[Z] == O) { 
double *pr; 
int nq, i; 
pr = mxGetPr(X0) ; 
n = mxGetN(W) ; 
nq = 0.5 * n * (n t i ) ;  

for (i = O; i < nq; it+) I 
x[i]=O; 



for (i = O; i < 10; i++)( 
elb = i + 0.5 * 1 * (i + i); 
x[elbl = l/pr[elbl ; 

I 

for (i = O; i < n; i++) 
x[nq + i] = pr[nq t i]; 

I 
1 

) 
1 

/* 
* mdlDerivatives - compute the derivatives 
* In this function, you compute the S-function block's derivatives. 
* The derivatives are placed in the dx variable. 
*! 

* 

static void mdlDerivatives(dx, x, u, S, tid) 
double *dx, *x, *u; 
SimStruct *S; 
int tid; 

I 
int i, j; 
int nstates, ninputs, noutputs, nq, n; 
int ri, ki, elb, ela, tlr, kbi; 
double accum, pi=4 * atan(1); 
double *vpr, *wpr, *vgpr; 
double dl, d2, d3, d4; 
double vf[7],C[20]; 
double sl, s2, vl, v2, cl, c2, k, b, J1,J2; 
double va, vb, vc, vd, ve, p2, p3; 
double fcl, fc2, fvl, fv2,U, al, a2; 
double LllQ[100]; 
double QL21Q[100] ; 
double ve2, ve4, ve5, fwl, fw2, f 1, f2, sml, sm2, vr [2 I ; 

noutputs = ssGetNumOutputs (S) ; 
n = 10; 
nq = 0.5 * n * (n + 1); 

vpr = mxGetPr (V) ; 
wpr = mxGetPr (W) ; 

vgpr = mxGetPr (Vg) ; 

va = vpr[O]; 
vb = vpr[l]; 

vd = vpr[3]; 
ve = vpr[4]; 

sl = x [nql ; 
s2 = x[nq t 11; 
vl = x[nq + 21; 
v2 = x [nq t 31 ; 
cl = x[nq + 41; 
c2 = x [nq t 51 ; 
k = x[nq + 61; 
b = x[nq t 71; 
J1 = x[nq + 81; 
J2 = x[nq + 91; 

u = ULO]; 

/* 1st element of V */  
/* 2nd element of V */ 

vc = vpr[2]; /* etc. */ 

dl = 1 / VC; /*  inv(D'VD) consists of 4 different non-zero elements */ 
d2 = 1 / (vc*J2); 
d3 = 1 / (va * J1 * Jl); 
d4 = (vb+vc) / (vb * vc * 32 * J2); 

/* Friction */ 

fvl = o; 
fv2 = o; 

/*  fvl = dfl/dvl */  

vl > O ? fcl = l:(fcl=-1); /*  if vl > O then fcl=l else fcl=-1 */ 
if ( fabs(v1) < vgpr[O]) { /* if abs(v1) < Vg(1) then.. */ 

* /  fcl = vl / vgpr[O]; / *  fcl = dfl/dcl = vl/Vg(l) 
fvl = cl / vgpr[O]; 

I 
v2 > o ? fc2 = 1 : (fc2=-1); 
if ( fabs (v2) < vgprill) i 

fc2 = v2 / vgpr[O]; 
fv2 = c2 / vgpr[O]; 



p2 = (1/J1)*(k*(s2-sl)tb*(v2-Vl)-fcl*Cl) ; 
p3 = (1/J2) *(k*(sl-s2) +b*(vl-V2) -fcZ*C2+U) ; 

ai = p2; /* angular accelaration of ml */  
a2 = p3; 

/*  the 2n elements of TOW one and two of matrix C : */  
C[O]=k; 
C [ 11 =- k ; 
C[2]=-k; 
C [3]=k; 
C [ 4 ] =b+fvl ; 
C [ 5 I =-b; 
C[6]=-b; 
C [ 71 =btfv2; c [B]=fcl; 
C[91=0; 
c [101=0; 
c [ll]=fc2; 
c [12]=sl-s2; 
C[13I=s2-sl; 
c [ 14 I =vl-v2 ; 
c [15]=v2-vl; 
C[16]=al; 
C[17]=O; 
C[18]=0; 
C [ 191 =a2; 

/* L11Q = [A - B(C'VD) (D'VD)-l(D'VC)] Q 
L22 = -L11' */ 

vf [O] = -va*d3*Jl; 
vf [i] = vb*(d2-J2*d4) ; 
vf [2] = vb*(dl-d2*J2) ; 

vf[4] = vb*(d2-d4*J2); 
vf [3] = d3*va*J1; 

/* L11 * Q */  

for (kbi = O; kbi 

for (ri = O; ri 

accum = O; 
for (ki = O ; 

1 

í 

í 

< n; kbi+t) 

< 2 ;  rit+) 

ki < kbitl; kit+) 

elb = ki + 0.5 * kbi * (kbi t 1); 
accu t= C[2 * ki + ril * x[elbl; 

I 

I 
for (ki = kbitl ; ki < n; kit+) 

elb = kbi + 0.5 * ki * (ki + 1); 
accum += C[2 * ki + ril * x[elb]; 

LllQ[4 * kbi + ri t 21 = vf [ril * accum; 
I 

1 
I 

/* A * Q ==> 1st row = 3th row Q, 2nd row = 4th row Q */ 

for (kbi = 2; kbi < 4; kbi++) 
I 

for (ki = O ; ki < kbitl; kit+) 
I 
elb = ki t 0.5 * kbi * (kbi + 1); 

LllQ[4 * ki t (kbi-2)] = x[elbl; 
I 

for (ki = kbi ; ki < n; ki++) 
( 
elb = kbi + 0.5 * ki * (ki t 1); 
LllQ[4 * ki t (kbi-211 = x[elbl ; 

1 
I 

/ *  C'VD(D'VD)D'VC - C'*V*C = C'(VD(D'VD)D'V-V)C ==> (l,l)=-vb (2,2)=-ve */ 

/* -Q*L21*Q */ 

for (kbi = O; kbi < n; kbi+t) 

for (ri = O; ri < n; ri++) 
I 

I 
ela = 0.5 * ri * (ri + i); 
elb = 0.5 * kbi * (kbi + i); 

accum = -vd * x[ela] * x[elb] - ve * ~[elatl] * x[elb+ll; 



QLZlQ[n*kbitri] = accum; 
I 

1 

/* dQ = L12 + L11*Q - Q*L22 - Q*L21*Q */ 

/*  -QL21Q t L11*Q - Q*L22' (size(Lll*Q)=4*nI 
instead of adding up L12, L11*Q, -Q*L22 and - Q*L21*Q and call the sum dQ, 
the last two terms will be added to the already existing QL21Q */ 

for (ki = O ; ki < 4; kit+) 
I 

for (ri = O ; ri < 4; ri++) 
QLZlQ[n*ki+ri] += (LllQ[4 * ri + kil + LllQ[4 * ki + riJ); 

for (ri = 4 ; ri < n; ri++) 
gL2lQ[n*ki+ri] += LilQ[4 * ri + kil; 

I 
for (ki = 4 ; ki < n; kit+) 
I 

for (ri = O ; ri < 4; ri++) 
QLZlQ[n*ki+ri] t= LllQ[4 * ki t ril; 

1 

/* +LI2  */  

for (i = O ; i < n ; i++) 
QLZlQ[i*nti] t= l/wpr[il; 

tlr=O; 
for ( i = O ; i < n ; i++) 

I 
for ( j = O ; j < (i+l); j++) 
{ 

dx[tlr] = QLZlQ[(n*i) t jl; 
tlrt+; 

1 
1 

dx[5] += d3; 
dx[9] t= d4; 

ve4 = vd*(u[l]-sl); /* sml= u[ll */  
ve5 = ve*(u[2]-s2); /* sm2= u[2] */ 

/* Q*C'*V*[Ez-f-Dp] */  

for (ki = O; ki < n; ki++){ 
ela = 0.5 * ki * (ki + i); 

dx[nqtki] = (ve4 * x[ela]) + (ve5 * x[ela+ll) ; 
I 

/* dx = .... t Ax + Bp */  

dx[nq] += vl; 
dx[nq+l] t= v2; 
dx[nq+2] t= p2; 
dx[nq+3] t= p3; 

1 

/* 
* mdlTerminate - called when the simulation is terminated. 

* In this function, you should perform any actions that are necessary 
* at the termination of a simulation. 
* in mdlInitializeConditions, this is the place to free it. 

* 

For example, if memory was allocated 

*/ 

static void mdlTerminate(S) 

I 
I 

SimStruct *s; 

#ifdef 
#include "SIMULINK. c" /* MEX-file interface mechanism */ 
#else 
#include "cg-sfun.h" 
#endif 

MATLAB-MEX-FILE /* Is this file being compiled as a MEX-file? */  

/*  Code generation registration function */  



Appendix D 

SIMULINK program for on-line identification of a mechanical system 

INPUT 
(1) output to servo 

Signal To motor Generator 

meas. motor current 

w Encoders 

1. Generates signal to motor, e.g. sinus, noise 
2. Establishes connection with servo 
3. Est. connection between servo and dSPACE 
4. Est connection between encoders and dSPACE 
5. Gain to convert current to torque 
6 .  Combines three input signals 
7. The s-function of the optimal filter 
8. Splits filter-output into two parts 
9. Blocks where outputs signals end 

When identi@ing a mechanical system off-line, points 5 to 9 stay the same, points 1 and 2 are omitted and 
points 3 and 4 are replaced by dSPACE's 'From Workspace' block where data from the MATLAB workspace 
comes in. This data is measured earlier using points 1 to 4 fiom the diagram above. 
When applying the optimal filter to a simulation model of the mechanical system, points 3 and 4 are replaced 
by the simulation model that generated data. 



Appendix E 

Hardware and software used 
Software: 

Hardware: MATLAB 4.2 c and SIMULINK 1.3 c for 
Microsoft Windows (version 3. I) 

A BC-AT with a $0486 processor and a 

This PC is connected to CISPACE which 
dockspeed of 66 MHz is used. 

consists of these boards: 

dSPACE Cockpit30 

CISPACE Trace, to gather measurement data 
for off-line identification. 

e 

O 

O 

e 

DS 1002 - Processor board 
DS 2002 - 2x16 channel AD converter, 
for measurement motor current. 
DS 2101 - 5 channel DA converter, f ~ r  
output to motor. 
DS 3001 - Incremental encoder board, 
covertsencoder pulses to angular 
rotations. 

dSPACE collects and processes the pulses 
generated by the encoders. It sends a voltage to the 
servo which generates the right current for the DC- 
motor. 

The encoders are Heidenhain incremental rotary 
encoders, type ROD 426-014 with a resolution of 
0.01" with 9000 lines and 4-fold evaluation in the 
subsequent electronics. 

The DC-motor is ELMEQ fabricate, type E644 TE 
and has the following characteristics: 

Voltage at peak torque : 60 V. 
Current at peak torque : 8.5 A. 
Nominal torque 0.4 Nm at 2.2 A A 10 %. 



Appendix F 

Contents of the disk 

0 a:ìread.me 
cockpit.zip 

simu1.m 

sim-dat . m 
ofl s.c 
hsa - sim.c 

noise.mat 
block.mat 
sin.mat 
plotp. m 

.mex 

rs-id. m 

id-data. m 
opt-filt . c 

.mex 
rs - id.ccs 

What’s on the disk 
A hardcopy of the COCKPIT (pkzip-ed) 

SIMULINK program for off-line identifj6ng the flexible manipulator using 
measured data 
Program containing weightingmatrices, data for the simulator etc. 
The optimal filter 
Simulator of the HSA flexible manipulator ( C-code ) 
Idem ( CMEX compiled C-code ) 
Measured data (u,sá,s2), noise is motorinput 
Idem, input to motor is blocksignal 
Idem, input to motor is sinusoidal signal 
For plotting estimated parameters 

SIMULINK program for on-line identifj4ng of the HSA flexible 
manipulator 
Program containing weightmatrices and initial conditions 
The optimal filter for on-line use and in combination with dSPACE 
cockpit ( C-code ) 
Idem ( CMEX compiled C-code ) 
dSPACE cockpit for monitoring estimation process 
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